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Listed in SJ 67 (5/2211) and 63 (5/214f), respectively..1

SJ 121 (6/3127), written by Chyen rather than Tan, puts this at Ywæn-gwang2

or 0134. If so, add 9 to the numbers in the above table. The effect on Y history is slight.

See Brooks Analects 41 (ap LY 7:17) and 278, respectively.3

Presumably the capital of Chu, which at this point was Y ng.4

Eastern Chu, from which Syang Yw drew his soldiers (SJ 7 1/336). In 0345, Chu had not5

yet moved its capital there (this happened after 0278). In the 04c, trigram analysis was worked
out, a finesse that appears in the Dzwo Jwan during its Ch period; see Brooks Heaven 70-71.

A non-Sinitic area west of Ch and near Yen, so study with a Yen master is plausible.6

Compare Chun’yw Kun, who had a career as a philosopher in the J -sya establishment of Ch .

SJ 121 6/3127 consistently reports that the rise of Han fell in the tenure of Tyen Hv.7

In eastern Ch .8

In central Ch , near the capital.9

Some DJ quotes not associated with “Jou” vary somewhat from our present text; for a10

different reading of these much-studied quotes, see Wilhelm Oracles.
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Preface. Transmission genealogies in Shr J are confined to the traditions which
Szma Tan himself had studied: those who taught the Y and the descendants of Laudz.1

The former offers problems for those who view the Y as a Jou (if not a Shang) text.
I here reproduce Tan’s list for its interest as a living Han tradition about the matter.

List. Assuming the Karlgren module of 40 years per transmission generation, and
taking as our base year the appointment of Yang Hv as in the period
(0128-0123; say 0125), an honor which seems unlikely for a man less than 50, the2

names on Tan’s list (SJ 67 5/2211), from which we must eliminate Confucius as a
pious fiction and his alleged disciple Shang Jyw as a pious invention, and the3

year in which they might have succeeded to a previous master, work out as follows:

• 0385 Han Bi ( ) of Chu4

• 0345 Chyau Pi ( ) of Jyang-dung 5

• 0305 Jou Shu ( ) of Yen
• 0265 Gwang Yw ( ) of Chun’yw 6

• 0225 Tyen Hv ( ) of Ch 7

• 0185 Wang Tung ( ) of Dung-wu 8

• 0145 Yang Hv of Dz-chwan 9

That is, the pedigree of the Y as Tan knew it did not go back beyond the 04c. By way
of confirmation, it is in the 04c (the Dzwo Jwan) that the Y is first quoted. As for10

the geographical affinitiesof the Y , they are with the non-Sinitic coastal-riverine area.
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The original term is (SJ 130 6/3288).11

Loewe Biographical 663.12

SJ 121 6/3127.13

We need only mention Lau Na -sywæn, the teacher of Richard Wilhelm.14

Tan. Szma Tan studied the Y with Yang Hv, probably in the early days of Wu-d ’s
reign, most likely after Yang Hv had received his capital appointment, which would
have brought the two together (Tan had been appointed Grand Astrology early
in that reign). This late Y study had little effect on Tan’s understanding of history.
More constitutive was Tan’s study of Dauist theory with the Master Hwang11

who debated dynastic transitions with the Confucian Ywæn Gu of Ch before
Han J ng-d (r 0156-0141). In that debate, Ywæn Gu aroused the ire of Empress Dou
by speaking slightingly of the Dauist texts which she revered, and was shut in the pen
of a vicious boar, but was rescued when J ng-d , who leaned toward Confucianism,
arranged for him to be given a knife with which he slew the boar. Probably shortly
after this (not before 0147 and perhaps in that year), J ng-d appointed Ywæn Gu to12

a Senior Tutorship at a safe non-capital location. The debate might not implausibly
have been in 0147, shortly before the accession of Wu-d . Tan’s own Dauist studies
will have been earlier, most probably in the early years of Wvn-d (r 0179-0157), when
the vogue for court Dauism (with Empress Dou’s backing) was new and strong.

Among those after Yang Hv who are said in SJ 121 to have attained eminence due
to their knowledge of the Y are J mwo Chvng of Ch and Hvng Hu of
Jyw . The surname J mwo indicates origin in that place, and both J mwo and Jyw13

are non-Sinitic places. The early association of the Y with non-Sinitic elements in the
culture thus seems to continue in the period to which the Shr J bears witness. The
other strong association of Y learning is with Ch , an association which has endured.14
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